
WINDOW 
SHADINGS

HORIZONTAL //  VERTICAL



A blind and a sheer beautifully crafted as one. Meet 
Window Shadings by Alta. Adjustable fabric vanes 
between two translucent panels gently diffuse light while 
adding an element of privacy. Pretty brilliant.

Let’s go window shopping.



WINDOW SHADINGS
by Alta

Window Shadings with Retractable Cord:
SOFT STRIPE   |  Vanilla Milk Shake N14-204



Window Shadings with Retractable Cord:
RETREAT  l  Coffee Bean SR3-311

LIGHT AS AIR.
Cool, clean lines keep the styling as modern as your perspective. Even with an extended  

expanse of glass, Window Shadings keep the sophistication level uncluttered and the 

functionality unparalleled. 



WHY WINDOW SHADINGS?
Because defying clichés is just your style. And really, the 
alliance between a fine sheer and a practical louvered 
shade is a study in cutting-edge design.
●	 Wide windows and doors – even up to 120" – have met 

their match.

●	 Challenging environment? Our fabrics are rigorously 
tested for all conditions.

●	 When fully raised, the shading completely disappears 
into the headrail making a clean getaway.

●	 Cord-free design up to 84" wide makes for a safe and 
minimalist design. 

Shadings turn harsh and glaring sunlight into a soothing, soft glow...marvelous.

Window Shadings with RemoteLift 2.0 Motorization:
PASSION  l  Touch of Beige P9-252

IDEAL FOR…
●	 Soft, filtered light. With two sheer 

panels plus adjustable soft fabric vanes, 
you can go from glare to glow in a snap.

●	 Maintaining your view and your privacy. 
Our innovative translucent fabrics 
keep the outdoors in sight by day, and 
indoors out of sight by night.

●	 Moderating external elements. Keep 
those powerful sun rays out and the 
soothing temperature in.

●	 Guarding against UV damage. An 
assortment of performance fabrics 
include options that filter out 88% of 
the sun's harmful rays. 



GET YOUR GLOW ON.
Shadings transform harsh sunlight to an ambient glow worthy of a photographer’s studio.  

And oh so flattering. 

S-SHAPED VANES
Our S-vane fabric design uniquely 
and expertly disperses soft, 
natural light far into your room, 
reducing the need for flicking that 
switch, thus reducing your energy 
bills and your stress levels. And 
you thought it was just pretty.

ANTI-MOIRE FABRICS
No, you’re not seeing things.  
That's because Alta fabrics are 
uniquely designed so that at  
any angle the view is virtually  
clear of distortion usually found 
when sheer fabrics are layered.  
So, no moire.

Great option for larger windows and provides 
maximum view-through.

Ideal for smaller size windows. 
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Versatile option that is suitable for most windows 
and offers the widest variety of styles.

Alta Advantage



DIM THE LIGHTS.
Our specially engineered vane fabrics are both gorgeous and groundbreaking with their clever 

ability to diffuse light, never fray and withstand temperature extremes without a single complaint.

FABRIC OPACITY OPTIONS
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Diffuses light and provides a soft glow with privacy when closed. Dramatically reduces the light and provides privacy when closed.



 
MOUNTING OPTIONS

inside mount outside mount

As a leader in cordless innovation, we 
offer smart options that enhance the safety 
of window treatments to help protect your 

children and pets.

We proudly carry the “Best for Kids” 
designation, certifying tough

independent laboratory testing.

Window Shadings with Cordless Lift:
SLUB STYLE   |  Sugar Cane N10-201



CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS

Tilt-only shadings hang in place and simply 
tilt open and closed. Ideal for French doors 
and sidelights.

Wand and pendant operation 
lifts and lowers shadings with 
touch of a button. System  
is rechargeable and easy on  
the budget.
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Operating independently but sharing the 
same headrail, two shadings combine for a 
clean design with light and privacy control.

Rechargeable battery-operated RF system 
features remote control operation; no 
manual button. Affordable convenience  
at your fingertips.
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Color-coordinated fabric covers the 
headrail, providing a seamless, custom look.
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A light pull on the handle
adjusts the shade. With no
visible cords, this option 
provides enhanced safety.
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The single cord pull raises and lowers the 
shading and tilts the vanes for exact light 
and privacy control, yet remains the same 
length for enhanced child safety.
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Battery-powered motorized system raises 
and lowers shadings and tilts vanes with 
the touch of a button. Just right for hard-
to-reach windows or for light and privacy 
control on command. App available.
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Cord loop remains the same length while 
lifting tall or heavy shadings with ease.  
Cord tensioner eliminates dangling cords.
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Scan this
to see how it 
operates.

Scan this
to see how it 
operates.



HEIGHT OF STYLE.
The ideal choice for a multitude of benefits all in one breathtaking shade. How? Soft light is 

dispersed throughout your space, vanes tilt within sheers for privacy control, and the designer 

style suggests luxurious drapes. We think that's a perfect trifecta.

Vertical Shadings with Moving Wand:
TOWNSHIP  l  Morning White TSLF-6782 



WHY VERTICAL SHADINGS?
Vertical Shadings beautifully dress sliding doors and large 
windows with equal ease.
● Effortless functionality when vanes rotate open for filtered

light or closed for complete light control and privacy.

● Shadings glide across a precision track for the most open view.

● When the shading is closed, the hardware tucks completely
behind the shading. Nice.

● Coordinates with our Window Shadings to present a
harmonious look in the same room.

split stackside stack

CONTROL OPTIONS FABRIC OPACITY 
OPTIONS 
TRANSLUCENT:  
Diffuses light and 
provides a soft view and 
privacy when closed.

LIGHT DIMMING:  
Dramatically reduces  
the light and provides 
privacy when closed.

Precise control of the wand tilts the vanes open 
or closed, along with a cord to easily draw the 
shadings across the window. 

Opens and closes the vanes with a simple twist and 
effortlessly draws the shadings across the window. 
Enhanced child safety option. (Note: Moving wand is 
an option with side stack only.)

combination wand/cord moving wand

Stackback is the width of the fabric panel when the shading is fully 
drawn. For outside mount, be sure to add this width if you want the 
shading to stack completely off the window or door opening.

STACK OPTIONS AND STACKBACK

SIDE OR SPLIT STACK  Shadings can be stacked on the left or right  
side of a window with the control wand on the stacked side. 
Or, open shadings from the center with the wand on either side.

Vertical Shadings and Window Shadings coordinate beautifully 
even though they do not match exactly.



WINDOW SHADINGS by Alta

// Window Shadings

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

FABRIC OPACITY

Translucent ✓ ✓

Light Dimming ✓ ✓

CONTROL OPTIONS

Cordless Lift ✓

Continuous Cord Loop Standard

Retractable Cord ✓

RemoteLift 2.0 ✓

Rechargeable Simplicity ✓

PowerWand™ ✓

Two-on-One Headrail ✓

Tilt-Only ✓

Combination Wand/Cord Standard

Moving Wand ✓

STACK

Right ✓

Left ✓

Split ✓

VANE SIZE

2" ✓

2 ½" ✓

3" ✓

// Vertical Shadings

By scanning this code, the most current 
options matrix will be available digitally.




